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The Irish Quarterly Review
Feminist Bookstore News
More women than ever are incorporating some kind of spiritual practice into their daily lives, and not always in traditional
religious form, but as alternative or hybrid practices. In Practicing the Presence of the Goddess, Barbara Ardinger offers a
wide variety of meditations and personal rituals to help women honor the feminine spirit and commune with the Goddess.
These include creating a sacred space at home, building a meaningful altar, using ritual and meditation to enrich
awareness, and inventing new rituals to celebrate personal events. The author's wry, gentle humor and loving attitude
shine through the text, which offers possibilities ranging from bringing love into one's life to having a heart-to-heart with the
Goddess.

A Pocket Dictionary of Greek and Roman Gods and Goddesses
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Books in Print, 2004-2005
A Witch's Beverages and Brews shares the wonderful heritage of beverage making and consuming -- how drinks appeared
on altars as gift to the gods, where toasts come from, and why we pass wine clockwise around the table. All this lore and
superstition combines with modern magickal methods to help you design beverages that quench both physical and spiritual
thirst completely while tantalizing your taste buds. In the later half of the book, each chapter is devoted to a specific theme
with a suggested component list, preparation ideas (timing), and a host of recipes for both consumption and spellcraft
purposes. Some of the themes that are covered are "keeping love true," "prosperity potions," and "concocting a little luck."
Whether you're creating a drink so you can internalize its qualities for daily living, or making it for a friend, there's
something here for all occasions, needs, and tastes.

Blackwood's Magazine
Some mistakes are worth defying the gods to fix. Nicole Matios would rather be almost anywhere other than the tiny Greek
island home to the Academy, an ultra-exclusive private school for the descendants of the gods. But she’s basically trapped
there until graduation, thanks to a foolish childhood prank. One that also got her parents banished from the entire
mythological world. When Nic discovers a book that unlocks the forbidden power of time travel, though, all bets are off. She
finally has a chance to right her wrong and get back the life she was supposed to have. With a little help—okay a lot of
help—from her friends, Nic sets out on a quest that will take her from the lofty peak of Mt. Olympus to the chilly depths of
Poseidon’s sea palace to the dark heart of Hades. Will she be able to fix her mistakes without bringing all of Olympus
crashing down around her? Past and present collide in unpredictable ways—especially when the gods are involved! Goddess
in Time is a standalone novella in Tera Lynn Childs’s popular Oh. My. Gods. series. If you like mythology, romance, and
spunky girls who let nothing stand in their way, you’ll love the descendants of the gods who live, laugh, and love on the
supposedly-uninhabited Greek island of Serfopoula. Buy this mythtastic tale to join the magical adventure today!

The Peterson Magazine
The Living Age
• A fascinating, illustrated exploration of the integral roles cats have played in our myths, legends, and history. • By the
highly acclaimed author of over 30 books on magic and folklore, including the bestselling Goddess in My Pocket. • Examines
the mythological significance of cats in our legends and folklore, and provides an overview of cats and feline imagery in
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spiritual traditions around the world. • Presents the feline connection to magic, including amulets, charms, spells, and
rituals. In German they are called ket, in French, chat, in Arabic, quttah--but with little concern for what name we've
assigned them, cats have sauntered into almost every corner of human society and history. In ancient Egypt a cat-faced
goddess was worshiped and immortalized in the art of Egyptian tombs. In Scandinavian lore, Freyja, a goddess of the night,
rode in a cart drawn by cats. Cats appear in our folktales and in our literature, even in our everyday speech. In Cat Magic,
Patricia Telesco takes us on a fascinating tour of the different roles cats have played in human experience, with over 150
illustrations documenting the appearance and importance of cats in our mythology, in the spiritual teachings and religious
practices of our ancestors, and in totems, spells, and other rituals of magic. Cat Magic tells of cat ginii and of charms of
protection. It explains astrology for determining your cat's personality, creating magical blessings, and using crystal and
color therapy for the feline in the house. Mysterious and independent, cunning and fierce, gentle and affectionate, cats
continue to win our hearts and imaginations, providing a link to our past and present, and to ourselves.

Practicing the Presence of the Goddess
Collier's
The Goddess
A practical success tool by Spiritual Intelligence and Life Coach Oghogho Ogiemudia widely known as OG. In this book OG
provides a simple step by step practical tool on how to use the Spoken Word to create the abundant successful life that
everyone deserves.

The Forbidden Boundary
Catalog of Copyright Entries
Consuelo
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Pocket Full of Dreams
Adventures of a Salsa Goddess
Goddess in Time
New Books on Women and Feminism
Goddess Afoot!
Stir your morning coffee counterclockwise to reduce negativity or clockwise to jump start your day with positive,
empowering energy. Dust your shoes with charismatic cinnamon before you leave the house. Grow a pot of lavender at
your desk to promote peace. Place a bay leaf under each leg of the office copier to keep it copying smoothly. These are but
a few of Patricia Telesco’s enchanted tips to keep your pocket brimming with magical ideas. A charming guide to taking
control of your own luck, love, joy, and prosperity, Goddess in My Pocket shows you how to recognize and activate the
goddess power already within you. Whether you seek a promotion potion, dream of igniting a romance, need an amulet for
your asthma, or just want to keep the car mechanic away. Practricia Telesco gives you the tools to make it happen. At
home, in the office, or on the road, Goddess in my Pocket is magic at your fingertips.

365 Goddess
FICTION-GENERAL

The Guaranty News
Includes individual entries on more than forty of the most frequently represented gods and goddesses, as well as related
mythical creatures, such as Fates and Furies, and lesser-known gods from outlying areas of the Greco-Roman world.
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Cooke's Pocket Edition of the Original & Complete Works of Select British Poets, Or
Entertaining Poetical Library Containing the Poetic Productions of the Most Esteemed British
Bards: The poetical works of Sir Sam Garth. The poetical works of J. Armstrong. The poetical
works of William Cnogreve
Circle Network News
A Witch's Beverages and Brews
Bubble, Bubble, Toil, and Trouble
As part of an assignment for Tres Chic magazine, forty-something Samantha Jacobs is headed to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in
order to snag the man of her dreams as part of her boss's attempt to prove that women over forty can find true love, but
Samantha's plans are interrupted by her too young, too poor, and too sexy new salsa instructor. A first novel. Original.

Goddess in My Pocket
You are a reflection of the Divine Feminine. You shine like Sunna, Norse Goddess of the Sun; take risks like Cessair,
Founding Goddess of Ireland; love like Creiddylad, Welsh May Day Goddess. With this guide, you'll discover how to use
spellwork and magic to make lasting changes in your life with the aid and guidance of twelve powerful Celtic and Nordic
goddesses. From creating abundance to increasing your psychic abilities to connecting to the land, you'll learn how to
attune to a specific goddess and connect with her energy to manifest your dreams and desires. Through ritual, invocation,
guided meditations, and magical activities, you'll explore the unique strength of each goddess and discover her gift for your
life. Arianrhod • Blodeuwedd • Cymidei Cymeinfoll Creiddylad • Airmid • Cessair • Eriu Macha • Frigga • Sif • Skadi • Sunna

My Pocket Book of Personal Confessions
The British National Bibliography
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Peterson's Magazine
Southbound
American Book Publishing Record Cumulative 1998
The Family Herald
Goddess wisdom for every day of the year Bring life-affirming magic and empowerment into every day of your life with this
unique and useful guide to the goddess. Through the ages, people have celebrated the role of goddesses in maintaining the
fl

The Bohemian
The Comprehensive Pocket Bible With Explanatory Notes &c. By David Davidson
Chock-full of simple spell-recipes arranged by themes such as Happiness Helpings, Money Munchies, and Sexy Servings,
this playful, witchy cookbook will show you how to conjure delicious and potent dishes from ingredients that are available in
your local grocery store. Feeling lonely? Whip up mouthwatering "Sweetheart Brownies" to tickle your taste buds and have
every hot prospect in the neighborhood beating down your door. Short on funds? "Cash-in-a-Flash Custard" is a yummy way
to ensure money in your pocket. Or try "Resumé Radishes" the night before a big interview and land that dream job! With
her warm, lighthearted tone, beloved kitchen witch PATRICIA TELESCO guides the reader through the very special magic of
"enchanted food." With more than seventy appetizing recipes included, you can say farewell to ho-hum meals without any
meaning, and hello to spell-crafted magical munchies.

The Pocket Edition of the Works of George Meredith: The tragic comedians. Rev. ed
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The Moon Goddess and the Son
Munro's Pocket Magazine
Denise Linn entered the field of dream interpretation following a near-death experience when she was shot and left,
believed dead, by a sniper on a killing spree. During the time she was thought to be dead, she journeyed through the crack
between two worlds, bringing back perceptions of the mysterious realms of dreams. In this book she calls upon her
Cherokee Indian heritage and her 17 years as an alternative practitioner to present information on the subject.

Cat Magic
The Pocket University
“Without sin, can we know beauty? Can we fully appreciate the summer without the winter? No, I am glad to suffer so I can
feel the fullness of our time in the light.” Upstate New York, 1928. Laura Kelley and the man she loves sneak away from
their judgmental town to attend a performance of the scandalous Ziegfeld Follies. But the dark consequences of their night
of daring and delight reach far into the future.… That same evening, Bohemian poet Edna St. Vincent Millay and her
indulgent husband hold a wild party in their remote mountain estate, hoping to inspire her muse. Millay declares her wish
for a new lover who will take her to unparalleled heights of passion and poetry, but for the first time, the man who responds
will not bend completely to her will.… Two years later, Laura, an unwed seamstress struggling to support her daughter, and
Millay, a woman fighting the passage of time, work together secretly to create costumes for Millay’s next grand tour. As
their complex, often uneasy friendship develops amid growing local condemnation, each woman is forced to confront what
it means to be a fallen woman…and to decide for herself what price she is willing to pay to live a full life. “Lovers of the Jazz
Age, literary enthusiasts, and general historic fiction readers will find much to love about Call Me Zelda. Highly
recommended.” –Historical Novel Society, Editors’ Choice

Fallen Beauty
The late-1980s launching of a mammoth, full-scale Soviet space station prompts the United States to a crash program that,
by 2010, surpasses all Soviet endeavors, results in an unprecedented economic boom, and catapults humankind fully into
space
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Punch's pocket book for 1844 (-1881).
Rediscovering the Goddess Natura; Retracing our Steps - Mediaeval Thought and the School of Chartres; The Goddess
Natura in the Ancient Mysteries; The Goddess in the Beginning - the Birth of the Word; Esoteric Christianity - the Virgin
Sophia; the Search for the New Isis; The Renewal of the Mysteries; The Modern Isis, the Divine Sophia.
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